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Yoni Massage
2009-03-02

a tantric massage practice for awakening and enhancing women s innate sensual emotional and spiritual energies
provides emotional healing by releasing traumatic memories stored in the yoni includes exercises that use sexual
energy to cleanse and stimulate the chakras empowers women to draw strength and radiant vitality from the restored
connection to their innermost core yoni is the sanskrit word for the female genitalia describing not only the
anatomy but also encompassing the energetic and spiritual dimensions while a yoni massage offers women the
opportunity to enhance their sexuality michaela riedl shows that the effects of this practice are much more
profound and have ramifications affecting every area of life long held inhibitions in the west about sexuality and
the shame and guilt associated with the sexual zones of the body have created deep seated barriers that prevent
individuals from fully expressing themselves the practices provided in yoni massage are designed to allow women to
overcome these barriers and reconnect to their innermost core and deepest feminine nature yoni massage is not
simply a hands on technique but involves the conscious direction of energy throughout the body through deep
breathing and visualization it provides women the ability to cleanse and energetically stimulate the chakras as
well as achieve emotional healing by releasing the traumatic pain that often becomes seated in the yoni the author
explains that the relegation of this important spiritual and energetic center to a private part hinders the
process of enlightenment once women are able to be in touch with their yoni energy their connection to the entire
web of life is restored to its rightful place

Awakening Women's Orgasm
2013-05

women have a capacity for orgasm that is truly awesome it is a power of pleasure that ranges from sweet to sublime
to superlative and it is one that almost every woman can unleash you simply need to learn a few new things and
unlearn a few old ones in this ebook you will learn about the many different types of orgasm a woman s body is
waiting to give her you will understand that sex is more than physical it is also an emotional and energetic
experience exercises for mind heart and body help women open up to their sexual selves on their own and with their
partners for example identify and shift your sex limiting messages getting to know your body and how it responds
pelvic lifts and bounces for flexibility and increased sensation the big draw for powerful orgasms there are
explicit tips for lovers on how to make love to a woman for example what are the hot spots and when and how can
you find them how to give an extraordinary genital massage for pleasure and healing what are the best intercourse



techniques for maximum pleasure table of contents introduction a cornucopia of orgasms personal responsibility
permission becoming sex positive in a sex negative world cultivate a pleasure attitude body image learning to love
your body female sexual anatomy yoni empowerment yoni power vaginal exercisers letting go of control grounding
becoming connected feeling safe following and initiating taking receptive and active roles the importance of love
sexual abuse partner s role time kindling desire sex is more than intercourse foreplay moving from the outside in
being present breath breasts focus building desire moving energy sexual fire breath passion pump and other secrets
self pleasuring masturbation more tips for partners intercourse thrusting techniques positions for pleasure yoni
massage permission time summary sex toys and lubricants stimulants and aphrodisiacs a note on safer sex resources
books about body image female anatomy and women s health body movement breathing g spot orgasm info more orgasm
books tantric and taoist approaches inspirers and trailblazers betty dodson annie sprinkle mama gena nina hartley
aphrodisiacs resources for sexual abuse

Rapture
2021-09-25

rapture is the book i wish i d been given as a shy horny teenager with no clue about sex and no female role models
of an empowered sensualista it s the book i wish i d had by my bedside when my married sex life bored me to tears
and i went seeking relief in the arms of a lover rapture is all the things i wish i d known as i kept on giving my
power pleasure and heart away to unavailable men and reinforcing the belief that i was broken and oh how i would
have cried with relief to read what rapture has to say when painful postpartum sex drove a wedge between me and my
second husband rapture is the guide i wish i d had as my sexual energy awakened without a context or seasoned
mentor to show me how to integrate my experience it s the book i would still turn to now to remind me of who i
really am and what i m here for in those moments when i forget my juiciness joy and magnificence like most women
my sexuality was formed by a family and culture that had no clue what the divine feminine or sacred sexuality is
and so the reflection i absorbed was shadowed shameful dysfunctional and diminishing painfully obfuscating my true
nature has any woman on the planet escaped this in writing rapture i m offering women a new reflection rooted in
awareness love wholeness and the delicious celebration of your unfettered sensuality and wild aliveness as well as
questions for enquiry and practices to deepen your transformation and embodiment my hope is that you ll read it
then give it to your daughters and grand daughters so that together we may stand once again in the light of our
radiance beauty ecstasy and authentic power if you d like to go deeper with this material i offer an accompanying
course as well as one to one mentoring visit my website shaktisundari com to find out more



Sex Education: A Woman's Awakening, Book 1
2015-04-07

the temptation to sin and lure of the forbidden can be impossible to ignore sex education a woman s awakening the
series rebecca bieler s recent sexual urges are at odds with her strict religious upbringing married at 17 to a
sexually repressed man who left her a widow at age 26 she now finds herself yearning to be taken hard by hot men
with chiseled bodies when an indiscretion with a neighbor leads to a six month expulsion from her community
rebecca attempts to purge herself of her wanton desires by giving into them in full unfortunately each new
intoxicating encounter only intensifies her lustful cravings wild intense urges for physical ecstasy that lead
rebecca to dark recesses of the sexual underground and compel her to do things the likes of which she never
imagined herself capable in book 1 rebecca inadvertently sees a pornographic image that spurs in her a dormant
desire for sex one thing leads to another until she s forced to embark on the adventure of a lifetime one that
will lead her to question her former life and spark a fierce hunger for erotic pleasure this book was formerly
published under the name shunned an amish awakening book 1

Awakening Your Sexuality
2000

this reprint of a harper collins classic guides women on a remarkable inner journey of exploration growth and
sexual awakening covington addresses such issues as women s sexuality in a male dominated society how
dysfunctional families influence a woman s sexuality and how recovery groups can address sexual issues

Awakening Women's Orgasm
2005

beautifully erotic tastefully explicit downloadable pdf and lit formats internet interactive edition with more
than 50 color photos line drawings easy to navigate with 110 internal links 145 external links women have a
capacity for orgasm that is truly awesome it is a power of pleasure that ranges from sweet to sublime to
superlative and it is one that almost every woman can unleash you simply need to learn a few new things and
unlearn a few old ones in this ebook you will learn about the many different types of orgasm a woman s body is
waiting to give her you will understand that sex is more than physical it is also an emotional and energetic



experience exercises for mind heart and body help women open up to their sexual selves on their own and with their
partners for example identify and shift your sex limiting messages getting to know your body and how it responds
pelvic lifts and bounces for flexibility and increased sensation the big draw for powerful orgasms there are
explicit tips for lovers on how to make love to a woman for example what are the hot spots and when and how can
you find them how to give an extraordinary genital massage for pleasure and healing what are the best intercourse
techniques for maximum pleasure

Awakening Your Sexuality
2012-11-08

gives women the tools to confront guilt become aware of body image and behavior patterns honor and accept the past
and begin the liberating journey of sexual recovery and growth with candor and compassion stephanie covington
reminds us that recovery is about living life fully and completely and sexual recovery is integral to the fullness
of your life with comprehensive scope and individual focus she addresses the following questions how is women s
sexuality shaped by a male based society how do dysfunctional families influence a woman s sexuality what did the
sexual revolution do for women how are women affected by alcohol drugs and aids what is the connection between
sexuality and spirituality how can recovery groups address sexual issues most important awakening your sexuality
gives women the tools to process their sexual histories understand their sexual selves and create the sexual lives
they want covington provides the personalized exercises and positive step by step guidance women need to confront
guilt shame or addiction become aware of body image and behavior patterns honor and accept the past and begin the
liberating journey of sexual recovery and growth

The Almond
2005

an autobiographical novel chronicles the sexual awakening of a muslim woman as it follows the protagonist from a
stifling algierian household in the country to tangiers where she explores personal identity and sexuality free of
the constraints of her upbringing



Awakening Women's Orgasm
2013

pssst my clitoris has written a book excuse me your what has done what and what s it called i clitoris are you
kidding the autobiography of a woman s sexual organ who would even think of reading something so weird let alone
writing it well remember vagina monologues remember how liberating it was to listen to all those women talk about
their vaginas this is different it s a kind sexual re education for women the kind of education that can only come
from the clitoris because only the clitoris knows what it s like to be the only organ in all biology whose sole
purpose is pleasure i clitoris will help you to empower yourself not necessarily as the love goddess of the
millennium but as a real woman one who knows her sexual self enough to share herself with dignity passion and
intelligence but only when she chooses if you are a mother wondering how to talk sensitively to your daughter
about teen pregnancy and sexual desire and how confusing it is to feel all that stuff let alone talk about it you
probably want to first read this yourself and then share it with her if you are a woman recovering from sexual
abuse in a world where female violation is globally rampant and has been for centuries you will get some unique
and profound not to mention fun and pleasurable techniques for starting the process of healing yourself enough
that you can enjoy healthy intimate relationships again or maybe for the first time ever spoiler alert true sexual
healing is not about talking if you are a guy wondering what is going on in the opposite sex apart from what you
thought you had found out from online porn this book will offer you some very different insights about what it
might be like to be a woman i clitoris will make you reconsider what lies between your thighs in ways mostly
sacred and sometimes playfully profane it offers you a chance to see yourself in a whole new way oh and it is
written as a kind of poem hand illustrated and totally unlike any sex education book you ever even dreamed of
definitely weird

I Clitoris
2020-09-28

foreword by tarana burke awakening chronicles the remarkable global impact of the metoo movement since 2017
millions have joined the global movement known as metoo catalyzing an unprecedented wave of women s activism
powered by technology that reaches across borders races religions and economic divides today women in more than
100 countries are using the hashtag to fight the violence and discrimination they face and winning what started as
an online campaign against sexual harassment has triggered the most widespread cultural reckoning on women s
rights in history with global implications for women s participation in the economy politics and across social and



cultural life awakening is the first book to capture the global impact of this breakthrough movement bringing
together political analysis and inspiring personal stories from women in seven countries brazil china egypt
nigeria pakistan sweden and tunisia awakening takes readers to the front lines of a networked movement that s
fundamentally shifting how women organize for their own equality

Awakening
2021-07-13

madhatter why so blue alice blue alice i want to explore a part of me i ve kept hidden madhatter why blue alice
because i don t have anything to lose madhatter that s dangerous violetafter sacrificing years of my life on a
cheating husband i d had enough i set out to quench a thirst i had ignored for years i gave myself one year to
explore my sexuality to delve into my deepest darkest desires with nothing to lose and everything to gain i would
have my sexual revolution i would have my awakening diving into the world of both pleasure and pain i was sure
with rhys i had found what i d been missing until he took it away rhysi was on my way out of the life when she
came barging in with her new appetite and unrealistic expectations of what a dom should be all i had left to do to
break free was sell the club and walk away now i found i had something to walk toward and for the first time in my
life i hoped i d be enough for a woman caring for a woman was easy for me i had always cared for different women
for different reasons loving a woman had always been quite a bit harder doms don t have to say i love you

Sexual Awakenings
2017-04-05

who is the sex priestess she is the embodied untamed force of creation and eros itself she is the wild feminine
unleashed she is the ultimate expression of female power and she is you the sex priestess is an archetypal force
that lives inside every woman just as she did in the ancient temples she dances through life literally and
metaphorically as a receptive channel transmitting truth beauty and liberation through her body and heart for the
past two decades tantric arts teacher and feminine embodiment coach nadine lee has been on a personal quest of
sexual and spiritual liberation in this book she guides you into the deep and mysterious power of the sex
priestess within yourself the place where your power truth and pleasure is waiting to be unlocked part memoir part
self help this transformative guide takes you on a life changing journey to unlock your feminine power drawing
from her own life experience from the beginnings of her journey being called to the path of tantra through
battling her inner demons from sexual trauma to alchemising her pain into power sex priestess captures the



spiralic heroine s journey that is forever unfolding this book will guide you through a series of practical and
profound wisdom teachings for healing and empowering your sexuality and unlocking your creative power enter the
mystery of the feminine as this book initiates you into seven codes to awakening the sex priestess within you
guiding you along your own tantric path of embodiment and empowerment nadine lee is a teacher of the feminine
tantric arts feminine embodiment coach devoted lover and sexual liberator she is the founder of tantric alchemy a
community devoted to supporting you step into the woman you came here to be she has helped thousands of women over
the past decade heal sexual trauma and ignite the erotic fire within and to channel that creative force into their
highest creative feminine and sexual expression she offers private mentorships online programs and in person
workshops and retreats across the world

Sex Priestess
2023-02-12

records one woman s thoughts on the feminist movement and the future status of women

Between Myth and Morning
1974

discusses from a christian viewpoint how the male and female sex organs function what happens during sexual
intercourse body and emotional changes that occur during puberty and the meaning of terms such as abortion birth
control and homosexuality

A Beautiful Gift
1985-01-01

to truly understand your intimate relationships you must read this book david deida internationally known for his
work in personal growth and intimate relationships shares the deep understandings and effective techniques that he
has refined through his 20 years of consultation research and spiritual practice learn how to keep your
relationships growing beyond the sexually neutralized roles so typical of today and create a relationship that is
spiritually erotic sexually deep and passionately committed to love



Intimate Communion
2010-01-01

the autobiography of an american gen x woman who immerses herself in the sexual mysteries of tantric yoga an
engaging insider s story that intimately portrays the details of the tantric sexual path from a young woman s
point of view author is one of the few americans to be initiated into the sacred cobra breath reveals not only the
benefits but also the pitfalls problems and temptations of this path toward enlightenment includes meditations and
exercises for beginning a tantric practice tantric awakening discloses an epic experience of tantra that few have
achieved and even fewer would dare to attempt this is the story of a 19 year old girl disillusioned by the
questions that her religion and society fail to answer who courageously enters the sensuous rituals of tantric sex
in search of authentic knowledge brooks was admitted into secret societies where she learned firsthand the ways of
the tradition from tantric adepts amid disapproval from family and friends her body and spirit awaken to ecstatic
levels of orgasmic pleasure that allow her to experience loving relationships better health and a deep sense of
oneness with god a personal and intimate portrait tantric awakening is tastefully written to reveal not only the
ecstatic power and spiritual benefits of tantra but also the pitfalls problems and temptations of this path toward
enlightenment with the inclusion of specific tantric sexual techniques the author shows how to use tantra to
balance the spirit with the physical self in order to achieve personal empowerment transforming fear and self
doubt into joy and self confidence meditations exercises and important insights for beginning a tantric practice
assist the reader who is inspired to bring a sense of the divine into daily life

Tantric Awakening
2001-10-01

20 transformative stories and sexual healing practices from international pioneers in the sexual shamanism
movement reveals intimate details about how each sex shaman overcame personal struggles with heartache jealousy
mental illness or social shame to realize their calling as a sacred sexual healer includes 20 in depth embodiment
exercises such as soul gazing contacting your spirit guides sexual divination energetic sex self pleasuring moon
blood rituals and sacred sexual storytelling includes contributions from 20 diverse voices in the sexual shamanism
community all part of the mystery school ista international school of temple arts drawing on traditional and
modern practices a sex shaman uses the power of erotic energy as a healing medicine they channel divine love and
embrace sexuality freely practicing polyamory sexual healing and even sex magic they teach tantra trance dance
kundalini yoga and other techniques for healing shame guilt fear and sexual trauma designed to guide the reader on



a journey into their own sacred sexual awakening this book shares true stories from 20 visionary pioneers in the
sexual shamanism movement all of them associated with the international school of temple arts ista a mystery
school that works to illuminate the path of sexual shamanism and heal the split between sex and spirit release the
shame surrounding sexual awakening and inspire more sexual liberation around the world the teachers reveal
intimate details of their life stories and sexual awakening journeys showing how by surrendering to the wisdom of
the erotic current of the universe transformation occurs each story is accompanied by an in depth embodiment
exercise with step by step instructions including soul gazing contacting your spirit guides sexual divination
energetic sex self pleasuring moon blood rituals and sacred sexual storytelling underlying these exercises is the
belief that the body is a temple that opens with pleasurable worship so spirit may dwell more fully within the 20
contributors include baba dez nichols bruce lyon crystal dawn morris dawn cherie deborah taj anapol ellie wilde
janine ma ree kamaladevi mcclure komala lyra laurie handlers lin holmquist matooka moonbear mia mor ohad pele
ezrahi patrik olterman raffaello manacorda ria bloom sean o faolain stephanie phillips and stephen soulove

Sex Shamans
2020-02-04

carla van raay s second unflinching memoir she moves beyond her rocky past as god s callgirl and attains full
womanhood via an authentic and challenging relationship with her sexual equal an exploration of ongoing emotional
and spiritual growth this is the story of how god s callgirl evolved into god s woman after the international
publication of her sensational memoir former nun turned prostitute carla van raay settled back to a quiet life as
a housekeeper celibate for twelve years she was unprepared for the reappearance of a past love aaron had been
nineteen when they met carla was thirty four married with a baby a dark past and some serious growing up to do
when they reunite it s with searing intensity he steps inside my house pushing his big energy before him it
envelops me before his body reaches me for our first hug and my knees are already buckling because that energy the
feeling of him is exactly the same and now i know that i have never forgotten him desire awakening god s woman is
a frank exploration of this sexual emotional and spiritual connection told with the unswerving honesty that made
carla s first book god s callgirl a bestseller it charts the ecstasy the agony and the price of passion

Desire
2010-05-01

have you ever found yourself quarreling with someone you love over mere trifles been attracted to someone bad for



you been plagued by dark desires infected by jealousy devastated by a break up are you tired of being love s
victim

Awakening with the Enemy
2000

awakening the lost woman is essentially a modern day romance with a strong story supported by erotica the book has
80 000 words and is the first in a series of three full length novels directed at the fifty shades of grey market
this book extends the world of female erotica beyond the twenty one year old virgin and her one and only man the
theme of the book is about women taking control of their lives financially emotionally and sexually the book
includes art architecture design fashion food and wine it takes place across a range of locations rural and inner
city and different countries australia america and asia christina maxwell had put her life on hold being the good
wife this was not the plan of the ambitious and creative young woman who had dreamt of bigger things widowed and
still young she must begin life again to discover what she has missed and to find her true self she moves away
from the leafy middle class suburbs where she had been watched over by her husband s overbearing family and
friends into an edgy inner city apartment starting a blog initially to counter her detractors she is surprised to
find it gives her a voice instead becoming a successful blogger best selling author and fashion designer opens up
a world of opportunity miles away from the dowdy housewife she had once been her new found success gives her the
confidence to discover her body sex and men after finding sexual fulfilment she wonders if there is more than the
brief encounters of the last few months for the first time in her life she wonders if she might find love

Awakening the Lost Woman
2014

the awakening is the classic american novel first published in 1899 and controversial in its day for its frank
handling of adultery and female sexual desire the plot centers around edna pontellier and her struggle to
reconcile her increasingly unorthodox views on femininity and motherhood with the prevailing social attitudes of
the turn of the century south it is one of the earliest american novels that focuses on women s issues without
condescension it is also widely seen as a landmark work of early feminism the novel s blend of realistic narrative
incisive social commentary and psychological complexity makes the awakening a precursor of american modernism
deeply influencing the works of later american novelists such as william faulkner and ernest hemingway and echoing
the works of contemporaries such as edith wharton and henry james



Emergence of the Sensual Woman
2006

the real fifty shades of grey a true life erotic story of female submission to rival the story of o in diary of a
submissive sophie morgan candidly explains what exactly an independent 21st century woman gets out of
relinquishing her power and personal freedom in a submissive relationship with a dominant man for their mutual
sexual pleasure in the wake of fifty shades of grey here is a memoir that offers the real story of what is means
to be a submissive and follows sophie s story as she progresses from her early erotic experiences through to
experimenting with her newfound awakened sexuality from the endorphin rush of her first spanking right through to
being collared she explains in frank and explicit fashion her sexual explorations but it isn t until she meets
james a real life christian grey that her boundaries and sexual fetishism are really pushed as her relationship
with james travels into darker and darker places the question becomes where will it end can sophie reconcile her
sexuality with the rest of her life and is it possible for the perfect man to be perfectly cruel daring
controversial and sensual diary of a submissive is filled with a captivating warmth and astounding honesty such
that no one man or woman will be able to put sophie s story down once you read the book you will understand why
sophie morgan is a pseudonym

The Awakening
2012-01-22

the revealing memoir of the tantric sex pioneer at the forefront of the now burgeoning tantric movement

Diary of a Submissive
2012-09-04

the shere hite reader presents wide ranging analysis on the individual and society from a renowned thinker on
psychosexual development the book includes new science in addition to previously published material reflecting
hite s three decades of work probing the roots of human identity through questionnaires and theory for the first
time hite formalizes her thinking on male adolescence that boys feel tortured by the new social role they are
forced to assume at puberty requiring a show of superiority toward females in new detail hite advances her
understanding that sex is political linking the expectation on women to achieve orgasm through coitus with broader



patterns of oppression hite discusses new research on female adolescence challenging the virgin hymen concept and
documenting that sexual awakening often precedes puberty hite also argues that pornography misrepresents male
sexuality not to mention female sexuality depicting it as singular and silly instead of full of intriguing nuanced
behavior involving the entire body not just the penis the authoritative collection of her work the shere hite
reader challenges the reader to a new way of seeing

Tantra Goddess
2011

when life gives you lemons turn them into something sparkly in this self help memoir lindsay dam shares how she
turned getting pregnant from a sexual assault into her life s greatest blessing she takes the reader on an
emotional journey of healing and self help to help them unearth and overcome limiting beliefs healing of wounds
and shows how to return to a place of forgiveness and love with a heavy emphasis on balancing the divine masculine
and divine feminine energies as well as utilizing the law of attraction this new paradigm of healing and awakening
comes at an important time in women s empowerment and higher consciousness as well as provides essential tools for
harnessing the power of manifestation

The Shere Hite Reader
2011-01-04

who is the hero subject who the object to be awakened what ordeals must the hero suffer to become a new man will
the new women awake and speak what is woman s symbolic place how is it constructed what happens to the sexual
difference in the evolutionary utopia of the new dawn with woman as a rational subject how do women define the new
femininity these are questions that gendering awakening deals with the great modernization process in russia in
the 1860s is recast by the work through the discourse of gender

Naked: a Woman Reborn
2019-08-10

providing all the tools for engaged informed individual analysis of the text this is an essential starting point
for students of american literature and women s writing or for anyone fascinated by chopin s controversial work



Gendering Awakening
1999

in his radical and sensitive book the sacred female art noble both enlightens and enthralls his readers with a
novel that explores the intimate connection between a man and a woman noble brilliantly shows how sexual love
manifests into a shared magical experience most men will stand with club and spear in hand facing the hordes of
attila the hun but run like a scared rabbit when a woman says i love you explained noble when this happens they
must reach down into their guts and check it out is this a typically repressed woman who is using her sex to trade
for security or is this a woman with a gift to give so that i may fully give in return at just over 200 pages
noble depicts a powerful saga of fascinations and magical implications of intimacy the sacred female tells the
story of rich and jeanne a relationship that entails a series of six o clock dinners eventually becomes an
extremely intimate and very sensual relationship between the couple they travel this path together as rich
unknowingly skirts involvement in a dangerous criminal enterprise and jeanne s business grows beyond her
expectations stated noble at times erotic and sensual the sacred female is about intimate connection between
partners and explores both arcane aspects of female anatomy and physiology as well as the significance of finding
a mutually spiritual path through sexuality breathtaking and utterly convincing the sacred female delivers a
combination of erotica romance and even adventure the book depicts the suppressed parts of a man s and woman s
emotional entities and brings them to light intimate relationships as we know them take a new and even more
exciting direction

Kate Chopin's The Awakening
2004

join thirty eight smart funny sexy women over forty as they take you on their exuberant journeys of awakening
lesbianism what they have to say will make you laugh will make you cry and most certainly will make you reach for
your bedmate

The Sacred Female
2007

tantra masters charles caroline muir originators of sacred spot massage reveal their secrets gleaned from over 35



years of practicing and teaching experience this original work is now a worldwide movement to bring healing
awakened consciousness and a new aliveness to women s sexual and creative centers come alive this handbook
provides step by step instruction on the art form of sacred spot massage on women and its various implications for
healing as well as sexual empowerment includes photos to guide you

Late Bloomers
2000

5 stars after finishing this book i literally picture myself as a glowing torch walking among people i am no
longer the server of my mind but its master this book is revolutionary this is a must have a g mogan author a
goddess revolution is upon us and the world needs your help isn t it time you awaken your sexy shakti and arouse
the inner goddess waiting to take center stage this book provides all the necessary tools processes and guidance
you need to accomplish this life changing opportunity are you through with being mildly content perhaps you are
tired of simply being tired all the time you have a yearning for a fully expressed life you want to be the bright
shining vital spirit that you were born to be we need you to be the goddess lover mother daughter and friend you
know you want to be you are ready to live as the creatrix you ve decided being discontent in any area of your life
is no longer good enough you want tools techniques and processes to step into this new bright joyful and fulfilled
life and you want them now put away all your fears and doubts in this book you will learn how to manifest exactly
what it is you desire in the area of intimate love the important role a well developed intuition plays in
mastering your sexual dominion how to become like a flame and magnetize moths by the droves the six goddess
maneuvers for loving like a goddess how and where to discover your goddess spot plus 9 more key lessons this
companion book to awakening sexy shakti book i is told in the voice of your favorite mystic sage herself om kitty
let this witty kitty guide you back home to your vibrant untamed self as you discover exactly who you are at the
core a magnificent sensual nurturing wise and fulfilled woman you deserve to live your wild ishly blissful life
welcome home let the mastering commence includes powerful processes rituals meditations exercises and an
assortment of humorous and heart warming personal stories bonus audio recording downloads included click to buy
now thank you

The Sacred Spot
2014-10-26

published in 1899 kate chopin s the awakening refused to shy away from its progressive depictions of femininity



and womanhood defying and challenging the status quo this informative edition explores the theme of women s issues
as they relate to the awakening investigating topics such as independence inequality and identity readers are
provided with an extensive bibliography of author kate chopin a series of essays the expand upon themes of gender
found within the text and a selection of modern thought on gender and gender roles

Awakening Your Sexy Shakti
2017-10

seminar paper from the year 1999 in the subject american studies literature grade 1 0 university of cologne 24
entries in the bibliography language english abstract in kate chopin s the awakening sexuality love and marriage
are negotiated in connection with the problem of a uniquely female identity which defies the ideas of victorian
prudery and seeks to represent the new woman but what precisely is the nature of edna s awakening does the novel
really convey a feminist tenor and does chopin succeed in exploring new cul tural and social options in the sphere
of fiction three major aspects have to be analysed to il luminate this matter namely adultery the notion of
contract and the question of a female iden tity all of which are directly linked to the organization and stability
of society in general and in american society by the end of the nineteenth century in particular considering the
ubi quity of adultery seen as a transgression against the marriage contract in nineteenth century novels tony
tanner postulates relationships between a specific kind of sexual act a specific kind of society and a specific
kind of narrative 1979 12 all of which here imply a defini tion of woman s role on a social scale as far as the
awakening is concerned however the case is far from clear because society s ideological hegemony is significantly
diminished though at no point relinquished it is proble matic to speak of edna s sexual liberation and
emancipation for two reasons firstly there are no restrictive measures or even social sanctions like ostracism and
secondly the ending is too ambivalent to interpret it from an exclusively feminist perspective nevertheless
showalter is certainly correct in asserting that chopin went boldly beyond the work of her precursors in writing
about women s longing for sexual and personal emancipation 1993 170 contempo rary reviews and the reception
history as a whole supply sufficient evidence of thi

Women's Issues in Kate Chopin's The Awakening
2011-10-26

the book is a comparative analysis of recent films by african male and female filmmakers and literary works by
female african authors from senegal mali the ivory coast nigeria togo and burkina faso the films are finzan cheikh



oumar sissoko 1990 women with open eyes anne laure folly 1994 and faces of women desire ecare 1985 in addition the
manuscript includes the study of women are different flora nwapa 1986 double yoke buchi emecheta 1983 and so long
a letter mariama ba 1980 curry analyzes the homogeneous themes such as oppression sabotage cultural alienation
exploitation sexual bargaining and the changing dynamics of sexual relationships that appear through these
productions she concludes that african women continue to undergo a metamorphosis this transformation is the result
of a blend of traditionally african and european influences modernist terms such as â oefeminismâ and â
oewomanismâ intended to capture the emerging african women as subjects and not objects of study are avoided in so
doing a theoretical approach is used based on the authorâ tm s own experiences in west africa then building from
that premise curry analyzes the novels and films within this context to either prove or disprove her theories
enthusiasts without past experiences in the area of african literature and african films and also students and
scholars in african studies specifically in comparative literature anthropology womenâ tm s studies sociology
african history film studies and social studies will all find this book of great interest in raising the issues
that west african women face this book as the title suggests aims to awaken other african women and indeed a
western readership to the fast changing lives of women in africa georgina holmes in african research and
documentation no 102 2007

The Function of Adultery, Contract and Female Identity in Kate Chopin's 'The
Awakening'
2008-09

teresina ferrari known affectionately as t to her friends left her native italy almost twenty years ago and now
lives in london with her long term boyfriend curtis lloyd out of the blue she picks up a telephone message telling
her she must return to italy urgently to visit her sick father she rushes to his bedside but tragically by the
time she has flown across europe he has passed away as the only heir to ferrari hill vineyard in tuscany she
reluctantly has to take control of the failing family business when she returns to the vineyard it s like walking
back in time with no food to eat she has to make a trip to the local village and what happens there changes her
life unexpectedly for ever a chance meeting with a beautiful tomboy wakens new desires but a double love triangle
and a devastating family secret make her question her new life

Awakening African Women
2004



amazing colourful stories of sexual encounters delicately and brilliantly reveal the secrets of women s liberation
through their discovery and activation of hidden and suppressed pleasures of the flesh you will truly experience
the sweet touch of a man awakening desire in a woman the power of flesh and the strength of desire in the life
changing energy that will trigger the imagination allow fantasies and encourage women and men to reach out of the
darkness of mental emotional and physical abuses into the light of life s magic these narratives will guide you
through the exquisite and often erotic and salacious description of sexual encounters and sexual union portrayed
as an experience with more profound implications than pleasure the concept that sexual awakening and initiation
can elevate our consciousness to a higher spiritual reality

Ferrari Awakening
2015-09-29

nothing is steamier than these true stories of lesbian encounters with virgins

Various Colours in Sexual Encounters
2015-09-16

Awakening the Virgin
1998

The Awakening of Women
1899
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